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Masks Part 2: Homemade Mask Making 
Prerequisites 
The course of Masks Part 1: Wearing & Types is required.  

Introduction 
When it comes to making masks, there are a lot of options of fit, pattern, materials, layers, and more to 

take into consideration. This course is to mainly as an opportunity to explore the options for mask 

making with the intention of the class to actually construct at least one homemade mask in the end.  

Sizing Masks 
In review, sizing up masks is important such that they do not end up to big and gap or too small and be 

uncomfortable. Below are some diagrams for a premanufactured mask made by Cambridge Masks, but 

it illustrates the sizing for the two primary axes of masks.  

  

  



Materials 
Different mask materials allow for different grades of filtration and depending on the desired object to 

filter and item availability can determine what type of mask to wear in what situation. Effectiveness of 

filtration is difficult to gauge with homemade masks as they are not standardized. However, the 

following table is from an academic study for material effectiveness of filtration against two different 

types of bacteria. Higher percent filtration efficiency is desired and is considered to be more effective.  

 

Table pulled from Davies et al. (2013; 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/258525804_Testing_the_Efficacy_of_Homemade_Masks_W

ould_They_Protect_in_an_Influenza_Pandemic/figures?lo=1).  

Exercise 
Construct at least one homemade mask.  

  

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/258525804_Testing_the_Efficacy_of_Homemade_Masks_Would_They_Protect_in_an_Influenza_Pandemic/figures?lo=1
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/258525804_Testing_the_Efficacy_of_Homemade_Masks_Would_They_Protect_in_an_Influenza_Pandemic/figures?lo=1


Resources 

1. Sewtein’s Video:  
Reviews materials and different patterns for effectiveness: https://youtu.be/DZBbkn-g-vE  

2. UF Mask Prototype 2 
Recommends using 2 layers of HALYARD H600 medical fabric and the link connects to the pattern and 

instructions: https://anest.ufl.edu/clinical-divisions/mask-alternative/#prototype2 

3. Angela Clayton’s Mask Making Tutorial 
Video Tutorial: https://youtu.be/H_-YJ-Bsi6o  

Pattern: https://www.instructables.com/id/AB-Mask-for-a-Nurse-by-a-

Nurse/?fbclid=IwAR21M51TOOpuAGWyDtMiav8h5tnwdS7U8iAF8_k3Y_d0WlwsnApD0pzoG4s 

Alterations of Pattern by Angela Clayton are as follows:  

 Marked 1/4” pleats 1” apart, stopping 5/8” away from bottom edge. Removed 1/4” seam 

allowance at the top and side edges. Used binding that is 1/2” wide when finished.  

 All bias tape tutorials overcomplicate it like crazy - here is a breakdown if you’re unfamiliar with 

this process:  

 Mark a line on the diagonal grain line of your fabric (AKA - the bias), from selvedge to selvedge.  

 Use a ruler to mark lines 2” away from your first marking, also on the diagonal grain line of the 

fabric.  

 Sew strips together and trim seam allowance between strips to 1/4” - press 

 Fold the raw edges inward by 1/2” to the center of the strip. Press. 

 

4. Bernadette Banner Using Angela Clayton’s Pattern 
Aesthetically pleasing video which mainly follows Angela Clayton’s Video and provides many other 

resource links in her video description: https://youtu.be/Pmd4D5Ogepk 

5. Website to a simple pattern 
Pattern: https://deaconess.com/How-to-make-a-Face-Mask/Documents-Mask/Mask-Information 

  

https://youtu.be/DZBbkn-g-vE
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6. Infographic pattern 
 

  



Masks Part 2: Making a Mask 
For course certification, the form must be filled out. 

 

Member Name (Print) ________________________ Instructor Name (Print) ____________________ 

Member Position Number _____________________ Instructor Position Number ________________ 

Member FEMA SID ___________________________ Instructor FEMA SID_______________________ 

Date of Instruction ______________________ 

______ Have Masks Part 1: Wearing & Types Course completed.  

______ Review sizing and materials and importance with homemade masks.  

______ Reference resources.  

______ Construct at least one homemade mask.   

 

 

With a complete sheet of initials, the instructor’s signature signifies certification of completion for the 

Masks Part 2: Making a Mask course.  

 

Instructor Signature ________________________________  

 


